
  MEDITATIONS ON THE TRUE CHRISTIAN LIFE

        ...."This book of the law [the Word of God] shall not depart from [always be in] your
mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful [take heed] to do
according to all that is written in it; for THEN you will make your way prosperous, and THEN
you will have success".... Joshua 1:8 NASB
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HOW DOES THE BELIEVER SIN?

[part 2 of 8]

* Someone has said that the "I, my, me and mine" are the four highways into
the realm of broken fellowship. Sin then, for the believer, is reverting to the
practices of the former life. It is a denial of the dominion of love. It is seeking to
find satisfaction in the realm of selfishness. Selfishness causes all of the misery
and heartache in our homes. The cure for broken fellowship is the study of the
Word and the practice of the Word, the living of the Word, and the "doing of the
Word."

If one is occupied in leading men to Christ, he will not sin. if he is occupied
seeking to build someone up in the faith life, in helping someone, and bearing
someone else's burdens, he will not sin. There is no sin in love. The sin is stepping
out of love. Sin is never attractive when we have a deep rich fellowship with the
Father. When fellowship is at floodtide, sin has no seductive power over us. 

Sin is breaking fellowship with love, leaving the spirit realm for the sense
realm. Sin is letting the desires of the senses rule, letting the senses gain control.
When the senses run riot, God is forgotten. The New Creation man is to practice
love and develop his spirit so that it becomes a master over his senses.


